
The TE-ID 750 E impact drill is a versatile tool which provides very good service to ambitious DIY enthusiasts on screwdriving, drilling and hammer

drilling jobs everywhere in the home, workshop and garage. Its quality single sleeve drill chuck with lock function and Press&Lock spindle lock enable

user-friendly tool change.

TE-ID 750 E

Impact Drill
Item No.: 4259670

Ident No.: 11024

Bar Code: 4006825589054

Features
Easy tool change thanks to Press&Lock spindle lock function-

High-quality, single sleeve drill chuck with lock function-

Dust-free drilling! - thanks to innovative dust extractor adapter-

Vacuum extraction adapter is easily and tool less detached-

Speed adjustment with pre-selector for material compatible work-

Robust and long-lasting metal gear unit-

Additional handle with ribs for secure fastening-

Ergonomic soft grip for comfortable operation-

Suitable for use in drill stands thanks to the 43mm clamping neck-

Infinitely adjustable drilling depth stop made of solid metal-

Drill bit depot in the additional handle - drills always on hand-

Delivered in a practical case-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50-60 Hz

- Power 750 W

- Number of gears 1

- Idle speed (gear 1) 0-2700 min^-1

- Impact rate (gear 1) 0-43200 min^-1

- Drill chuck 1.5  -  13 mm

- Drilling capacity in wood 30 mm

- Drilling capacity in metal 12 mm

- Drilling capacity in concrete 14 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 2.4 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 4 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 360 x 120 x 285 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 20 kg

- Dimensions export carton 525 x 390 x 365 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1500 | 3000 | 3600
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Available as special accessories

Drill and bit set, 70 pcs
Power Tools Accessory
Item No.: 4258085
Bar Code: 4006825563610
Einhell Grey
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